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Book Reviews

interest in this particular parliament arose from the activities of the
Commons led by Sir Peter de la Mare as well as from its long duration
and large membership. James Sherborne reminds historians that the
charge in the impeachment of Michael de la Pole of not having defended
England by keeping the seas was a very important part of the Commons'
action in 1386. Antony Tuck discusses Richard II's efforts, which ultimately
produced a twenty-eight year truce in 1396, in trying to end the Hundred
Years War. Because willingness to perform liege homage for Aquitaine
proved to be the condition that parliament would not accept, Richard
got a long truce instead of an end to the war.
Once again, Caroline Barron argues that Richard II had far more
support in 1399 than Lancastrian propaganda allows us to believe. She
wants historians to "sweep away" (132) the interpretations of both
Lancastrian and French contemporaries, all of whom, but one, she finds
tainted. For her it was not the king's unpopularity but rather his absence
while he was at war in Ireland that resulted in men leaving his cause. While
each of these chapters has value for specialists, the ones by Prestwich and
Saul should be read by generalists as well. Barron's essay will probably
engender the most debate in the near future.
Kenneth G. Madison
Iowa State University

Susan K. Hagen, Allegorical Remembrance: A Study

of "The Pilgrimage of the

Life ofMan" as a Medieval Treatise on Seeing and Remembering, University

of Georgia Press, 1990, xii, 268 pp., biblio., index,$35 .00.
The goal of Susan K. Hagen's Allegorical Remembrance is to provide
a new understanding of medieval allegorical composition through analysis of John Lydgate's verse translation of the second recension of the
Pelerinage de la vie humaine by Guillaume de Deguileville. The introduction notes differences between Guillaume's first and second recensions
critical for Hagen's argument, especially the scene in which Grace Dieu
insists that the pilgrim place his eyes in his ears because the pilgrim is
to visualize the incorporeal, to be taught what Hagen calls the "process
of allegory" (4). Allegory is not so much a language of abstraction as of
abstract concepts that are embodied in visual analogies, particularly to
be memory aids so that an understanding of the Christian life may be
imparted.
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Chapter r, on the opening vision of the Heavenly City within a
mirror, begins the running correlation of textual analysis with the sixtyfour manuscript illustrations printed in the appendix and makes intelligent
use of medieval optical theory to suggest the sense of the vision. Chapter 2
begins a lucid reading of the poem up through the point at which the
pilgrim must place his eyes in his ears. Chapter 3, still on the preparation
for the pilgrimage, takes the story until the entrance of Lady Memory.
Hagen gives apposite discussion of medieval memory systems and continues the story in the following chapter. Chapter 5 argues that "the pilgrim
is a sign, the pilgrimage a metaphor, the Pilgrimage a memorial system"
(n5). What earlier scholars had found merely bizarre in the work is
shown to be contrived to be memorable. Chapter 6 continues the discussion of the ways modern scholars have misunderstood this work and
centers on the differences between medieval and modern allegory.
This fine book might have been even better if it had been more
informed of the history of spirituality and theology. Hagen presents many
materials for, and in a sense gives, a study of the development of meditation
defined as image-forming prayer in the later Middle Ages. Yet, perhaps
because this development is not placed fully within the history of prayer
and devotion, and contrast is not clearly made to contemplation as imageless prayer, the author does not always ask all the questions she could of her
texts: for example, the quotation in note n on page 232 could have been
more fully explored. She never focuses on the fact that the Pelerinage was
written by a Cistercian nor asks where it stands in a tradition that,
already in Bernard himself, had developed both forms of prayer.
Here and there a detail is astray. Hagen relies on other scholars,
often in literary fields, for a certain amount of her knowledge and citation
of patristic and medieval writers. The result sometimes is use of antiquated editions or the passing on of dated information: the references
to St. Augustine on pages 9 and 109 suggest ignorance of the work of
Luc Verheijen. I presume "John'' on pages ro8 and 247 n. 46 should read
"James." Hagen still attributes the Epistle to Can Grande to Dante,
although I suppose one can not yet here say "case closed."
Glenn W. Olsen
University of Utah
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